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Ambitious growth plan
for Chinese TIC market
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A global provider of inspection and testing services and supply chain solutions,
Cotecna has an international network of offices and laboratories that provide
conformity assessment across a number of industry sectors. The company sees
considerable growth opportunities in China, already one of the world most
prominent growth markets for testing, inspection and certification (TIC). To help
anticipate growing Chinese demand, it recently acquired Kaixin Certification, a
leading certification body in China approved by CNCA with accreditations from
CNAS and ANAB. Romain Petit, Chief Operating Officer, and Frank Pan, Vice
President North Asia at Cotecna, explain how this move fits in with Cotecna’s
ambitious, global growth strategy.
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Cotecna provides conformity assessment
across a number of industry sectors,
including Food, Agriculture, Government
& Trade, and Metals & Minerals.
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